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TH.E. ROADMAP FOR THE STRUCTURE AND EVOLUtiON of the Universe

(SEU) theme embraces three fundamental, scientific quests:

To explain Structure in the th_iv.erse and forecast our

cosmic destiJly.

@ _. explore the cycles of matter and ene_Ry iJz the Evolving
Universe.

-@ _ examine the Ultimate Limits of gravity and e.ne._-gy ilt
the Universe.

These quests are developed into six, focused research campaigns

addressing the objectives of one or more quests"

@ Identify dark matter and learn how it shapes galaxies and

systems of galaxies

IN Find out where and when the chemical elements were

made

@ Understand the cycles in which matteb energs_ and mag-

netic field are exchanged between stars and the gas be-
tween stars

N Discover h.ow gas flows in disks and how cosmic jets are
formed

N Identify-the sources of gamma-ray bursts and high-energy

cosmic rays

N Measure how strong gravity operates near black hol.es and

how it affects the early Universe.

These campaigns lead to a portfolio of future major missions of

strong scientific and popular appeal, strongly endorsed by the

scientific co:m:_nunity and which has undergone significant ini-

tial. stud_,_ So)he of these missions are in a. state of readiness that

makes them ideal candidates for the present Office of Space Sci-

ence Strategic Plan; others may well feature in the next Strategic

Plan. Each provides a golden scientific opporttmity to advance

our understanding of the Universe. Our highest priority science

objectives are addressed by five Observatory Class Missions,

unranked by science, but in approximate order of readiness:

o A high-energy gamma-ray facility that will observe relativis-

tic .jets and study the sources of cosmic gamma-ray bursts.

_- An ultra-sensitive X-ray telescope, optimized for spectros-

copv; to examine the hot gas linked with clusters of galaxies,

the disks around black holes, and supernova explosions.

:_:A large, radio telescope in deep space to map central regions

of distant quasars and perform astrometric investigations.

An orbiting gravitational radiation detector able to detect

coalescing, massive black holes and test how gravity waves

distort sg acetime.

0_A pair of Earth-orbiting, optical telescopes that will detect

flashes of light produced when ultra-lligh,energy cosmic

rays impact the upper atm.osphere so as to determine their

arrival directions and energies.

A new program for supporting pertinent international collabo-

ration is strongly endorsed and maintaining a strong Explorer

program is important. The flexibility to exploit exceptional op-

portunities, such as attaching payloads to space station, should

also be acquired. A strong technology development program
must be initiated now to enable this mission set.
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INTRODUCTION (continued)
................................................... A.

THE UNIVERSE B AN EXTRAORDINARY,yet comp_ ehens_ble, place. It is

populated by billions of galaxies, scattered over vast reaches of

space and time. Their tiny seeds fluctuations in the density of

matter planted soon after the big bang are directly observ-

able as structure in the cosmic microwave background radia-

tion. Many galaxies congregate in giant clusters shaped largely

by invisible dark matter and hot gas. Most contain giant black

holes in their nuclei that can become quasars by capturing and

igniting st_rrounding gas. Normal galaxies, like our own, are

composed of billions of stars, some caught at their births :in dusty

clouds of molecular hydrogen, visible at infrared wavelengths.

A few of them are witnessed at the ends of their lives as spec-

tacular supernova explosions. These supernovae can leave be-

hind neutron stars or stellar-sized black holes which, themselves,

can be resurrected as powerful, pulsing radio, X-ray and gamma-

ray sources. Some of these compact stars I'_nay' combine to pro-.

duce brief bursts of gravitational radiation, n_omentarily as pow-

erful as the whole Universe. The space between the stars is a

tumultuous environment, filled with hot gas from supernova

explosions, cold gas which will make fresh stars and planets,

cosmic rays, ultraviolet radiation, tiny grains of interstellar dust

and twisting magnetic fields. This is our home.

This modern view of the Universe has a special, vocabulary-

black hole, cosmic microwave background radiation, quasar,

dark matter and so on that did not exist 35 years ago and

much of which has now joined the general language and has

enriched popular culture. It has created new paradigms for phys-

Astronomy has been revolutionized by observing from space,

away from the obscuring effects of our atmosphere. Space as-

tronomers are opening up the entire electromagnetic spectrum,

observing waves with lengths ranging from kilometers to a hun-

dredth the size of a proton. They, see how sources change on

timescales from milliseconds to decades. In addition, astrono-

mers are exploiting non-electromagnetic channels, such as cos-

)nic rays, neutrinos, gravitational radiation and direct inspec-

tion of interstellar material. We are truly fl)rtunate to be living at

a time when otlr understanding of the Universe is changing from

the stuff of myth and legend to a comp,ehens_x:e description of

its structure and evolution, together with an appreciation of its

final destin> The Cosmic Background Explorer (COBE)made

the first observational link between structure in the ancient and

_nodern Universe The Hubble Space Dlescoi: e (HST) has found

evidence that massive black holes probably exist in most galax-

ies. The Compton Gamma Ray Observatory (CGRO) e'.xamined

the gamma-ray sky and turned a long-standing puzzle, the iden-

tity of the gamma-ray bursts, into a first rate myster> It.has also

discovered powerful relativistic jets from black holes. The Ger-

man-American-British Roentgen Satellite (ROSA;I") has found

distant, giant clusters of galaxies, through their hot X-rays. The

Rossi X-ray Timing Ex F loret (RXTE) has discovered a rich. spec-

ics, chemistry and biology by showing us how Nature behaves

under conditions unattainable on Earth and contributed inan,,.,,

fascinating mysteries for all of us to ponder. This Roadmap plots
a course outward into the land of the unknown..
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INTRODUCTION (continued)

trum of pulsations from accretion disks in binary X-ray s()urces

that wil.l help us explain, how they work. The Japanese-US X-ray

satellite, ASCA, has seen swirling disks of gas around the mas-

sive spinning black holes in active galactic nuclei. The Infra-Red

Astrono:lny Satellite (IRAS) made an inventory of dusty star-

forming regions and infrared-emitting galaxies in the nearby

Universe. The Extreme Ultraviolet Explorer (EUVE) has been

able to see far outside the Galaxy through clearings in the .fog of

interstellar hy dl%,en. The list goes on and :is updated x._ecklx.

The immediate ftlture is even brighter. In a couple of years, the

Advanced X-ray Astrophysics Facility (AXAF) will resolve the

diffuse X-ray background to determine the dominant X-ray emit-

ters in the Universe. It will also start to show us how gas accretes

onto black holes and map, in detail, the giant clusters of galaxies

to give us quantitative measurements of the extent of large scale

structure. The Microwave Anisotropv Probe (MAP) will mea-

sure the fluctuations in the microwave background on angular

scales much s_.nalIer than COBE to accuracies of a few percent

and enable us to measure directly the size and contents of the

300,000 ):ear old Universe, which can be compared with what

we see around us now. The Advanced Composition. Explorer

(ACE.) will make accurate de, terminations of the chemical and

isotopic composition of low-energy cosmic rays, to show how

and where they are accelerated and to address some of the out-

standing puzzles in our theorie.s of mlcleos}nthesis Gravity

Probe B (GP-B) will measure the Lense-Thirring dragging of in-

ertial frames bv the spinning Earth, a signature of the General

Theory of Relativity. The Japanese-led very long baseline radio

interferometry satellite, HALCA, has just been launched and will

map cosmic radio sources in unprecedented detail, equivalent

to reading this Roadmap from a thousand miles away:

These voyages of discovery are revealing what has never been

seen before. However, as a science, astronomy goes beyond mere

voyetuism and modern investigations are organized around key

questions whose answers usua.llv require concerted campaigns

that combine telescopes in space and on the ground, and tha.t

observe across the electromagnetic spectrum and beyond. The

old, spectrally chauvinist view is being displaced by a modern,

integrated approach.. In. order to foster tltis, the National Aero-

nautics and Space Administration's (NASA) space science en-

terprise has been reorganized around fottr scientific themes---

Astrono.lnical Search for Origins and Planetary Systems (ASOPS),

Exploration of the Solar System (ESS), Structure and Evolution

of the Universe (SEU), and Sun-Earth Connection (SEC). The

SEU theme encore F asse.s those aspects of space astronomy in-

volving fundamental principles that govern the devel.opment

of structure and the evolution of the different cor.nponent parts

of the Universe. It is concerned, in a quite general way, with the

origin of the Universe and its components, their subsequent evo-

lution and their eventual destin>

The current SEU program only-extends to the end of this de-

cade. It .is now time to develop the next set of mission concepts

that have broad scientific and popular appeal and that strike at

the big questions of the age. These will need to be studied, re-

fined, and brought to a point of technical readiness where they

can be selected for launch, on the basis of scientific peer-review
'-:-:-:-:-:_:-:-:-:-- ....................... _ .......... -:-:c::_c:: v..:::v:-.v:::..:.v..:, v.v.v..:..:..:.v.v.v.v:..:..::.v.v-v..:.v..:..:.v:.v.v.v.v.v..:.v.._..:..:.v..........:::..:..`v.:::
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INTRODUCTION (continued)

and programmatic considerations. In order to direct this pro-

cess, the Structure and Evolution. of the Universe Subcommittee

(SEUS) has produced a Roadmap, a long term vision of the sci-

ence program, encompassed by its theme, that implies a set of

missions to be developed and constructed in the next centur}:

We have tried to look forward to 2020 and to anticipate what

might be possible over this epoch. At. first, this exercise seems

presumptuous. The world of astronomy twenty years ago was

quite different from what we know now and many

to be more specific about our goals we have used these quests to

define six more focused Campaigns that pose general questions

that can be addressed over the next twenty years. We then present

the mission portfolio suggested by these campaigns. This port-

folio, in turn, implies technological groundwork that must be

initiated now if we are not to fall behind schedule to carry out

the campaigns.

One feature common to the .six campaigns that we introduce is

that they all represent data-rich investigations.

tions and international opportunities. This Roadmap

must be seen as a living document. Its successor, to be written in

about three years time, otGht to have significant differences from.

the current version -----------the best possible indicator of a vibrant,

scientific discipline.

In order to organize our Roadmap, we have formulated three

fundamental Quests which we present below. These are our over-

an extensive heritage from a diverse set of prior stud-

. . " 1ies These include the Astronomy Survey Committee ( Bahcal_

Report"), the more recent update from the Task Group on Space

Astronomy and .Astrophysics ("Thaddeus Report"), the panel

reports from the "Mission Concepts for Astrophysics" study, and

many specialized, discipline-specific reports commissioned by

NASA and the National Research Council (NRC) including those

on Cosmolog}5 Cosmic-Ray Physics, Gamma-Ray Astrophysics

11
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QUESTS: To Explain STRUCTUREin the
Universe and Forecast Our Cosmic Destiny

Galaxies and clusters

of galaxies form from

tiny fiuctuations in
the ancient Universe.

Remarkably, we can

measure these fiuctua-

tions by mapping the

cosmic background

radiation and relate

them to the structure

that we obsemve in the

modern Universe

WHAT NEXT ?

The microwave temperature
of the sky measures
incipient structure in the

300,O00-year-old Universe

Galaxies formed
when the Universe

was roughly one to
five billion years old

Giant clusters of galaxies
in the present Universe, as
seen in. X-rays, were
drawn together by gravity

I4



"'We now have a hasty sketch of

QUESTS" Structure so,,,, qf the generat features of, the observable region..."

-Edwin .Hubble

',nlnlncnn .............. :.:.: ........ ::: .... :: :_-- ....... 7 ................................ - ..... " ................... -:--: .......

MORE TI-{AN 70 YEARS AGO, EDWIN HUBBLE and others discovered

that galaxies are receding from each other. The Universe is ex-

panding, so it had a beginning. The first challenge is to measure

its size (as quantified by the t-tubble constant) and its age. Cur-

rent determinations of these now have a rough uncertainty of 20

percent. However, in order to make the connection to funda-

mental physics and to develop a proper understanding of our

cosmic history, we need to perform these measurements to ac-

curacies of a few percent, as well as to measure directly the shape

or geometry of the Universe. Is the Universe fiat like a piece of

paper (as theorists confidently assert), or is it curved like the

surface of a sphere and, :if so, by how much?

In 1964, Arno Penzias and Bob Wilson serendipitously found

faint, high frequency radio emission spread isotropically over

the whole sk}: This cosmic background radiation is understood

as a remnant of the primordial fireball, the big bang, which gave

birth to our Universe roughly 12 billion years ago. Much con-

temporary astronomy traces the evolution of the Universe from

a hot, smooth gas of matter and radiation to the highly struc-

tured entity, composed of galaxies, stars, and planets, that we

see toda}_: This structt_re stems from tiny departures from uni-

formity in the early Universe. The pull of gravity, due mostly to

mysterious dark matter, causes the higher density .regions to ex-

pand less rapidly and then to condense into galaxies that are

themselves collected into giant clusters and groups.

Yet we understand very little about how this evolution happened.

How long after the big bang did galaxies, stars, and planets form?

Was the growth bottom, up with stars and star clusters forming

first and then. gravitating together to form galaxies and clusters

of galaxies, or was it top down progressing from. huge walls and

filaments evident in the local distribution of galaxies, through

galaxy clusters and groups to the galaxies and stars themselves?

The microwave background radiation was last scattered by mat-

ter some 300,000 years after the big bang. Observations of this

radiation show that the matter in the Universe was very smoothly

distributed then, but more careful scrutiny by COBE discovered

the tiny flucttlations out of which the giant patterns in. the local

distribution of galaxies formed some billions of years later. Our

quest is to define the precise structure at age 300,000 years

(through mapping the microwave background radiation) and

then to understand how the matter became increasingly clumped

until it formed the galaxies, stars and planets which character-

ize our Universe toda}:

The fate of the Universe is determined by its average density

and this, in turn, is related to the geometry and the rate of ex-

pansion. If its density is lo,a5 the Universe will continue to ex-

pand forever. However, above a critical density, the inevitable

pull of gravity slows the expansion and may even reverse it,

causing the Universe to contract, eventually ending its life in. a

Big Crunch. The mass in our Universe is dominated by dark

matter. To know our cosmic destiny- whether the Universe

will expand forever or eventually collapse- we need to mea-
sure the mass of the dark matter and determine its nature.

1.5



QUESTS: To Explore the Cycles of Matter

and Energy in the EVOLVING Universe

Nova Cygni

/
/

\

Cygnus Supernova Remnant

Orion Nebula

Explosions on white

dw a rf s tars re turn m a t ter
to the interstellar medium

Supernova explosions

are the main supply

of energy

Star-tbrming regions
remove matter

16



QUESTS: Evolution

.................... A

................... W

2? •....... : . .° _ ...... _.iIb .L.xpio_ _..the C_.tcles of Matter

and Ene_Ny in the .fii.votving Universe.

OUR COSMIC NEtGHBOR.HOOI), OUR GALA, XY, and the universe of gal-

axies have such complex webs of interactions that astronomers

think of them much as biologists think of ecosystems, tracing

the flow of matter and energy from one form to another. Stars

have their origins in dense gas clouds, which condense and frag-

ment to form clmnps of stars with a range of masses. For a star,

mass is destiny the low mass stars slowly fuse hydrogen into

llelium, while massive stars burn fiercely for a brief cosmic mo-
ment. Stars of about one half the Stm's mass have a lifetime which

is as long as the present age of the Universe: the oldest stars in

the Milky Way Galaxy contain a sample of the Universe from 12

billion years ago. These stars show that our Galaxy was once

very poor in the heavy elements out of which planets, space-

craft, and astronomers are made. More recently formed stars,

like the Sun, have inherited a legacy of atoms that was created

in the massive stars that lived out their short cycles more than 5

billion years ago. Massive stars make essentially all of the ele-

ments of our world-oxygen, calcium, iron-and they blast these

new elements into the gas between the stars in supernova ex-

plosions. In these violent events, a single star shines as brightly

as a billion Suns, w-hile accderating cosmic rays, forming cos-

mic dust, and stirring the magnetic field between the stars. This

is the major source of energy for the interstellar medium. The

accumulated products of all these complex events lcecome the

material for new stars which form from the densest regions of

the interstellar gas. tn these dusty and obscure venues, the at-

oms can combine into m.olecules, including organic molecules

related to life. Understanding how these complex events are re-

lated, from nuclear reactions through the formation of stars and

their planets, is a prerequisite to understanding the origin of life
in the Universe.

Lower mass stars evolve more sedately from a nor.Inal "main-

sequence" star like the Sun, expanding to make red giants that

would engulf most of our solar system., and then losing mass to

leave behind hot white dwarf stars. This is the major source of
matter for the interstellar medium..

_A_._are just beginning to learn how similar considerations apply

to the larger scale phenomena of galaxy formation, and the in-

teraction between galaxies and the intergalactic gas. Like the an-

cient stars that give a clue to chemical evolt_tion in our Galax3_

quasars are ancient events that may signal the formation of gal-

axies when the Universe was only one fifth its present age. Qua-

sars are probably massive black holes at the cores of nascent

galaxies. They illuminate the chemistry of the intergalactic gas,

heat it, and affect subsequent star formation. As stars are born

and die in galaxies, and as galaxies collide, these violent events

sweep the accumulated gas into the space between, galaxies.

Recent X-ray observations show this ancient gas and allow us to

begin to trace the effects of stars on the chemistry of the Uni-

verse.

17



QUESTS: To Examine the ULTIMATE LIMITS

of Gravity .and Energy in the _Universe

The Universe provides cosmic
laboratories that allow us to test our

physical theories by observing how
matter behaves under extreme conditions

Coalescing binary neutron

stars may be the source of

many of the gamma ray

bursts as well as the ultra

high energy cosmic rays

Simulation of how a disk of

accreting matter around a

spinning black hole would

appear to a distant observer

A ..................

W .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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QUESTS: Ultimate Limits
"'The relativistic th¢.¢ py

of gravitation creates

seriotts difficulties. ""

-Albert Einstein

....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ,_

TO Ex_:_mi_te the U l/i_:_te L i_its

WE NOW KNOW THAT .MASSIV[:_ STARS evolve relatively rapidly to form

compact objects, known as white dwarfs, neutron stars and black

holes. The density of matter at the center of a neutron star ex-

ceeds that of atomic nuclei and is some 45 orders of magnitude

greater than that of intergalactic space, which is orders of mag-
nitude smaller than the most tenuous vacuums that can be made

on Earth. Other quantities show similarly huge ranges- the

magnetic field of a neutron star may be as high as 1013 G, while

that in intergalactic space is certainly less than 10 -7 G. The tem-

perature at which a neutron star is formed is about 1010 K, but

the temperature of deep space is only 2.7 K. The kinetic energy

of individual atomic or nuclear particles extends from about 10-

3 eV for atoms in the cold, interstellar gas to over 1.020 eV for the

highest energy cosmic rays. Because of these extremes, the quest

to understand the Universe is not an easy one, for we cannot

create experiments in laboratories on Earth with the same con-

ditions. Co nversel}5 these cosmic laboratories permit astrophysi-

cists to perform unique, passive experiments that constrain our

physical theories of matter under extreme conditions.

Cosmic matter at high densities may be probed in many ways.

For example, as a newly formed neutron star cools, it may be

observed as a hot object in X-rays. Matter: falling onto a neutron

star also heats up to a high temperature and also radiates in the

X-ray band. It will also spin rapidly, but then progressively slow

down. This slowing causes cracking in the interior of the star,

resulting in spin-ups of the rotation speed. These spin-ups can

be monitored from observations of the radio and X-ray emis-
sion and tell us about the hidden interior of the stal:

In another example, much of the focus in fundamental physics

over the past 50 ),ears has centered around observing elemen-

tary particles at the highest energies attainable by terrestrial par-

ticle accelerators. The Universe provides its own natural particle

accelerators that can accelerate protons to energies over ten mil-

lion times larger than those attainable on Earth. We can observe

their interactions with matter as they impact our atmosphere.

There are also extremes of gravity, especially black holes, where

the gravitational potential well becomes so deep that light is

unable to escape. The correct description of matter under these

conditions involves the general theory of relativit)5 which is

largely untested under conditions where the gravitational forces

are relatively strong. In addition, the theory of relativity pre-

dicts the existence of gravitational radiation, ripples in the fab-

ric of spacetime itself. Observing this radiation would allow us

to perform new tests of relativity theory and would also give us

fundamentally new information about the high velocity, strong-

gravity regions where these waves are generated.

A .................

t9
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CAMPAIGNS: Dark Matter (continued)

ONE OF THE MOST STRIKING DISC()VERtES of contemporary astronomy

has been that most of the mass of the Universe is in a form that

we cannot see. It is called dark matter and we do not know its

nature. We can, however, detect it through the effects of its gravi-

tational field and, in an indirect way, this may allow us to iden-

tify its nature. There are three distinct environments where this

may be possible: individual galaxies, clusters of galaxies and

the early Universe at the time of recombination.

If galaxies are dominated by dark matteb then they can be

thought of as essentially invisible gravitational potential wells

in which stars follow complex orbits moving with characteristic

speeds of order 300 km s -I. How-ever, in the outer parts of ellip-

tical galaxies the stars are replaced by hot, X-ray" emitting gas

whose density and temperature can be estimated using X-ray

observations. By mapping this hot gas, one can develop a good

mass n'todel of the galaxy and trace the dark matter distribution

•to very large radii.

Clusters of galaxies are complex, multi-component systems with

hundreds of galaxies, a hot intracluster medium, and dark mat-

ter evolving in a tightly coupled manner: As they are dynami-

cally younger systems, their study furnishes fundamental

insights into the formation of large scale structure in the Uni-

verse, especially if they can be observed at large distances when

the Universe was much younger than its present age. This is

because these clusters still carry the imprint of the small density

fluctuations out of which they grew. In addition, as the}: are

massive and relatively rare objects, they form only from fairly

high peaks in the underlying density field. Measuring the inci-

dence of these peaks with masses within a certain range is a

powerful discriminator k et,v_ een different cosmological theories.

Furthermore, an inventory of their mass components should be

a good reflection of the primordial mix. By combining X-ray

measurements with the theory of big bang nucleosynthesis, it

should be possible to make rough estimates of the mean density

and dark matter content of the Universe. A further cosmological
clue comes from the incidence of substructure in these rich clus-

ters. If it is lo_s5 then clusters are dynamically old and the Uni-

verse is of relatively low density: This type of investigation

motivates the development of a High Resolution Imaging X-ra,¢

Telescope that would be able to see details as fine as those im-

aged by HST.

There also is a quite different approach to measuring the gas

distribution and consequently the dark matter content of rich

clusters. This involves measuring the small decrease that the hot

gas produces in the apparent temperature of tI_e microwave back-
T r tground radiation -- the so-called Sun_, ae,_.-Zel dox_ ich effect. This

is caused by the hot electrons in the cluster scattering the micro-

wave photons to higher frequencies. This effect has been con-

vincingly detected in observ-ations from the ground. However,

to measure it well in young and very distant clusters will re-

quire observations from space.
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CAMPAIGNS: Dark Matter (continued)

Clusters of galaxies are also

dominated by dark matter,

X-ray observations have
been able to measure its

extent as in this example of

the nearby cluster Hydra A.

In the future, it is hoped to

measure the temperature

and the composition of the

gas throughout the cluster
so that we can. understand

the extent of the dark matter

and the history of the cluster.

.A .................................................................................................
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CAMPAI[GNS: Dark Matter (continued)
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Cosmic background fluctuations have been seen by the COBE

satellite coming from the epoch when ionized hydrogen changed

into atomic hydrogen, when the Universe was 300,000 years old.

These fluctuations can be used to obtain a quite different mea-

surement of the matter content of the Universe. The way this

works is that the fluctuations themselves are like giant sound

waves whictl travel with a speed that depends upon how much

mass is present. The observed fluctuations are larger when there

is a coincidence between the period of the waves and the time it

takes the photons to free themselves from their electron rich en-

vironment. This is known as the acoustic peak and ultra-sensi-

tive measurements of the cosmic background can be used to

locate it and translate its size and angular scale on the sky into a

direct inventory of the contents of the ancient Universe. This

can be combined with observations of the modern Universe

which are directed towards a similar goat. One of the greatest

hopes of contemporary astronomy is that these two, essentially

independent, approaches will be found to be concordant, thereby

validating our theory of cosmolog}_ This program is one of sev-

eral strong linkages between the SEU theme and the ASOPS

theme and completing it will also require the full deployment of

space-based infrared telescopes as well as ground-based optical

telescopes.

Through approved missions including MAP, as well as investi-

gations with HST and AXAF, we hope to have, early in the next

decade, a good understanding of the primary cosmological pa-

rameters including the age an.d scale of the Universe and its mass

density; including both. tI_e baryon fraction and the value of the

cosmological constant. If this optimism is well-founded, we will

have a framework with which we can work to lay out the more

detailed, paleontological record of how stars, galaxies, and large
scale structures form. and evolve. Crucial to this endeavor will

be measurements of the distribution of the mass around galax-

ies and clusters of galaxies and how these change with cosmic

time. Since most of the matter is dark and resides in. the outer-

most parts of these entities, it will be necessary to trace the gravi-

tational potential wells by studying the hot X-ray emitting gas

in galaxies and clusters, measuring both its distribution and its

temperature in some detail. This will require the deployment of

high angular resolution X-ray imaging telescopes and a high

spectral resolution mission. To measure cluster evolution requires

mapping the gas and dark matter in individual high redshift

clusters formed when the Universe was a fraction of its present

age and this imposes the additional requirement of high sensi-

tivity.

Of equal importance is direct observation of very distant galax-

ies which can pin down. the epoch of galaxy formation. This is

most naturally carried out at optical and near infrared wave-

lengths and this is a .prime motivation for the Next Generation

Space Telescope (NGST). Howeveb it turns out that a typical

spiral galaxy radiates a quarter of its bolometric luminosity in

the far infrared. Indeed many galaxies emit most of their radia-

tion in the far infrared and submillimeter and may only be ob-

servable at these wavelengths. Observations of this part of the

spectrum are an excellent method for finding high redshift gal-

axies that complements searches that will be made in the near
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CAMPAIGNS: Dark Matter (continued)

Observation of the Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation provides an

independent approach to determining the amount of dark matter in the Universe.

The image on the left shows the temperature of the sky in microwaves as revealed

by COBE. Despite the poor angular resolution it was possible to say that the

obsem;ed fiuctuations had roughly the form predicted by a wide range of theories.

However, in order to measure how much dark matter was present when the Universe

was 300,000 years old, observations must be made with the detail exhibited by the

simulation on the right.



CAMPAIGNS: Dark Matter (continued)

A

infrared using NGST, Again we see a strong connection to one

of the quests of the ASOPS Roadmap.

This campaign has so far assumed a standard m odeI of cosmol-

ogy that attributes structure formation to gravitational instabiI-

ity in cold dark matter. There is an alternative view which would

be of great interest to physicists if it turns out to be correct. This

is that phase transitions in tile very early Universe left it scarred

with a variety of topological defects, rather like the dislocations

and grain boundaries that interrupt the crystal structure of a

rapidly cooled metal, and it is these that are responsible for the

structure that we see. As yet we have no evidence for the exist-

ence of such defects and future microwave background obser-

vations ought to settle the matter. However, it is quite possible

that they will decay into ultra-high-energy cosmic rays

(E>1020eV). Measurements of the energy spectra of these high-

est-energy cosmic rays would then tell us about particle physics

at even higher energies.

w
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CAMPAIGNS: Find out where and

when the CHEMICAL ELEMENTS were made
.............. W

The Rings of Supernova 1987A

The heavy chemical elements

are manufactured through

nuclear reactions occurring

in stars and supernovae.

These are released by stellar

winds and supeJ_ova

explosions throughout the
interstellar medium.
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CAMPAIGNS: Chemical Elements (co ntl ued),

. _ ================================================..................................................v.... ...................... ================================

W E .t-.IAVE K.NOWN FOR NEARIX ,FOR1Y YEA RS how the chemical elements

were made. Hydrogen, helium and trace amounts of a few other

light elements were made mostly in the first few minutes of the

expansion of the Universe; the remainder are products of nuclear

reactions occurring in stars and supernova explosions. Indeed,

the theory of stellar evolution is one of the triumphs of contem-

porary astrophysics. With certain fascinating exceptions, we have

a fairly comprehensive understanding of how a star evolves and

shines as it ages from youth to senescence, all the while convert-

ing its hydrogen and helium fuel into heavy elements. These

heavy elements are released by stellar winds and supernova

explosions and disseminate'd throughout the interstellar medium

where they cool and collapse under the action of gravity so that

new generations of stars can form. The bulk material of our so-

lar system -- Sun, Earth, Moon, meteorites is a sample of the

local interstellar gas mix 4.6 billion },ears ago. By contrast, the

cosmic-rays sample Galactic material that was accelerated rela-

tively recentl>,, about ten million years ago. We can measure tl_e

relative abundances of the different elements and their isotopes

directly within our solar system, in cosmic rays, and spectro-

scopically in stars and elsewhere and compare with the results

of detailed nuclear physics and stellar structure computations.

In general such co_nputations have successfullv matched tt_e

observations- even when, as in certain cosmic-ray elements,

isotopic abundances are strikingly different from those found in

the bulk material of the solar system. Further important tests

await isotopic measurements of :rarer cosmic-ray elements, and

spectroscopic observations in many parts of the electromagnetic

spectrum from the submillimeter and far infrared to the X-rays

and gamma rays.

However, we also need to understand just where and when the

chemical evolution happened during the lifetime of a typical

galaxy like our own. One way to explore the processes of chemi-

cal evolution is to observe our galactic neighbors. The traditional

method is to use stellar spectra which tell us about the composi-

tion of selected stars. We anticipate that giant ground-based

optical telescopes together with complementary observations

from HST will enable astronomers to perform these abundance

analyses on more distant and consequentl,...... y}rounger galaxies.

However, this technique can only provide part of the informa-

tion and is subject to strong biases. Several complementary ap-

proaches must be used to get the full picture.

One of these involves high resolution X-ray spectroscopy. The

first X-ray imags, e" of elliptical galaxies changed the widely held_

view that they were gas-free. Instead they-showed that h_t, gas-

Or seous coronae with temperatures of 10 million K and ga_- masses

up to 10 billion suns surround these galaxies. Since this l_ot gas

contains the fossil record of past generations of stars, spatially

resolved X-ray spectroscopy can be used to determine the ear-

lier history of star formation and supernova activity in these

galaxies.

Another approach leads us to consider the role of interstellar

dust. A significant fraction of the heavy elements created by stars

:_:.:_:_:?:.::`:.:.:`:.::.:`:_.:._.::.:`:.:_:_.:.:_.:.:::.:v:_`:_.:_::..:...:...:...::.::.::...:...:...:.:_.:.:.::s.s._:c.;.;:._.;:s:s........::::::::::::::::::::: ................................... ======================
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CAMPAIGNS: Chemical Elements (continued)

.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. A

Spectroscopic observations in many parts of the

electromagnetic spectrum, including submillimeter,

far infrared, X-rays and gamma rays can test theories

of how the elements are made and disseminated.

Periodic Table
of the Elements

COMPTEL Observations

of 1.8 MeV Gamma Rays
A .....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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CAMPAIGNS: Chemical Elements (continued)

condense into tiny grains, typically smaller than a micron, known

as interstellar dust. At optical and near infrared wavelengths,

this dust is an impedin_ent to observation because it makes gal-

axies quite opaque, )reventing us from seeing them easily and

distorting their spectra in ways that are hard to quantif}: How-

ever, when we look at these same galaxies at far infrared and

submillimeter wavelengths, we actually see the dust as a bright

source. All the optical and ultraviolet radiation absorbed by the

dust causes the galaxies to glow at these wavelengths. We can

then see these galaxies out to large distances and, indirectl},;

through measuring their dust content, understand their stellar
histories.

A novel approach to interstellar dust has recently become pos-

sible in terrestrial laboratories. A small fraction of the refractory

grains within meteorites have been shown to be of pre-solar ori-

gin. Tiny grains of graphite, silicon carbide, oxides of aluminum

and titanium, and other refractory minerals have widely vary-

ing isotopic abundances dramatically different from those found

everywhere else in the solar system.. The isotopic abundances

are typical of those seen spectroscopically, and predicted theo-

retically, around various kinds of evolved stars and superno-

vae. Further study of such grains will be valuabl.e for

understanding the chemical evolution of the Galaxy. These lab

studies of meteorites, which are formally tt_e province of the ESS

theme, are, nonetheless, of great relevance to this campaign.

Turning to our local neighborhood, we know of several hun-

dred individual remnants of supernova explosions that occurred

over the past tens of thousands of years in our own and neigh-

boring galaxies. These are seen as expanding spheres of hot gas.

It is possible to measure the abundances of individual elements

through the X-ray and gamma-ray lines that the?, einit before

this gas gets mixed with the general interstellar medium. At

present, it is only possible to detect the most common elements.

However, future observations should give us a good picture of

the formation of essentially all of the elements between carbon
and zinc.

Another way to monitor the recent formation of elements is to

observe the products of radioactive decay in our own Milky Way

Galaxy and its satellites. This can be done using gamma-ray ob-

servations of the decay products of short-lived nuclei like 56Co,

as happened with the bright supernova in the Large Magellanic

Cloud, or longer-lived species like 26A1 throughout the inter-

stellar medium of our Galax}5 which measures supernova activ-

ity over the past million or so years. Observations of other

long-lived radionuclei, such as 60Fe, will add to the understand-

ing of the sites of nucleosynthesis. The gamma rays provide a

direct probe of the process of element formation in supernova

ext_l,_osions.'" They are also a highly .penetrating radiation and

therefore allow observations to be made deep into the enshroud-

ing gas of the explosion. Observations of the 511. keV line of

positron annihilation indicate large production of positrons, the

antimatter counterparts to electrons, very likely from decay of

radioactive nuclei, but better: mapping of this line is required to

understand the origin of these positrons.

A ........................
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CAMPAIGNS: Chemical Elements (continued)

We have a fairly good explanation of how stars end their lives.

By contrast, our understanding of how stars are formed is liter-

ally shrouded in mysteD_ thanks again to the effects of intersteI-

lar dust. Tile sites of star formation are mainly the giant molecular

clouds which are dense and quite obscured at optical wave-

lengths. However, when we turn to the far infrared, submilli-

meter, and X-ray parts of the spectrum, the clouds become

transparent and allow us to observe what is actually happen-

ing. We find that the gas is able to form a large variety of exotic

molecules typically not found in terrestrial chemistry laborato-

ries. By making careful spectroscopic study of all the different

lines that these molecules form, it should be possible to under-
stand where and under what conditions stars can form and what

determines whether these stars are massive or small.

instead derive their energy from gravity as the star contracts.
Far infrared observations can detect thermal radiation from the

dusty cocoons around embryonic stars. Infrared spectroscopy

also will determine the density and temperature as well as the

composition and size of the dust particles in the proto-planetarv

disks around the forming stars. Submillimeter spectroscopy can

determine motions in star-forming molecular clouds. Since new

stars often form in clusters, good spatial resolution also is neces-

sary to isolate the -, "_"properties of individual sources. Pre-main-

sequence stars often emit X-rays, which through ionization of

the gas in the cloud influences further star formation. These stud-

ies are crucial to understanding the origin of extra-solar planets,

demonstrating another important connection to the ASOPS
theme.

Although stars generate their radiation through thermonuclear

reactions, protostars have not yet begun to burn hydrogen and
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CAMPAIGNS: Cycles (continued)

lived isotopes such. as 26.A1 and 60Fe which can be used to trace

out supernova activity in tile Galaxy over the past few million

years.

Cosmic rays, at least up to energies of order 1014 eV, are under-

stood as being accelerated by, shock waves created by exploding

supernovae propagating into the interstelIar medium. Measure-

ment of the elemental composition of cosmic :rays to these ener-

gies will test the limits of the supernova acceleration model and
measurements of individual rare elements heavier than iron wilt

distinguish betw-een competing mod-

els of injection into these cosmic ac-
celerators.

Direct sampling of the very local in-

terstellar medium using a high speed

probe sent outside the solar system

would be particularly illuminating.
Particle and field measurements on

such a mission will reveal how stars

and their winds contribute to the low-

energy cosmic rays in the Galax}_:

Through high spatial resolution ob-

servations, we also can explore the
state of the interstellar material in ex-

ternal galaxies. This "' -gIx.es a global

view that is impossible to obtain di-

rectly for our own Galaxy. In soIne cases, particularly starburst

galaxies where recent galaxy-galaxy encounters have occurred,

some of the interstellar gas has been. heated to temperatures of

several :r.nillion degrees. The X-ray radiation from this gas can

be used to map the amount and distribution of heavy elements,
which can tell us how uniform are the conditions within indi-

vidual galaxies.

Many of the physical processes that underlie this campaign can

also be observed at work in our own interplanetary medium.

After all, the gas den.sities, tempera-

tures, magnetic field strengths, cos-

mic-ray energies and so on span

similar ranges. We can therefore re-

gard the solar wind as it is launched

by the Sun, as it interacts with vari.-

ous planetary magnetospheres, and
as it encounters the interstellar me-

dium as a sort of laboratory where we
can measure these effects with a de-

tail that would be denied to us were

we restricted to observations of re-

mote cosmic sources. For this reason,

there is a strong connection between

this campaign and the scientific goals
of the SEC theme.
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CAMPAIGNS: Discover how gas flows
in DISKS and how coslnic JETS are formed

I hnprovements in angu!ar resolution and sensitivity

from radio to gamma-_'ay wavelengths will al!ow us

to undeJ stand how jets a_1eformeK and what tole

the 9 plal/ in the accretion p_ ocess

Energetic, collimated, relativistic outflows called jets can accompany

accretion disks in systems containing black holes

Optical jet in Galaxy M87 X-ray image of the M87 jet AXAF simulation
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CAMPAIGNS: Disks and Jets (continued)
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IN RECF, NT YEARS Tt..I.Ii!.R[;HAS BEEN ABUNDANT observational evidence,

much of :it garnered from space by SEU missions, to support the

hypothesis that gas accretes onto compact objects (black holes,

neutron stars, and white dwarfs) via accretion disks. For stellar

objects, the gas derives from a normal, companion star. For the

massive black holes in active galactic nuclei (AGN), the gaseous

fuel comes froln the central star cluster and gas that simply setties

into the galactic nucleus..As this gas falls deeper into the gravi-

_...*,J --_ _- r _ .... 7_ 'tationaI potential well of the. black hole, its energv is c.cnx,,cI ted

into heat through dissipative stresses and then into ultraviolet,

X-ray, and even. gamma-ray radiation which we can observe.

It has also been discovered that cosmic jets are often formed as a

natural concomitant of accretion disks. These collimated, bipo-

lar outflows were first observed extensively from the ground

using radio telescopes. However, they are now regularly seen at

{ _3r ,.,T :_ , .optical, X-ray and gamma-ra_,_ wavelengtl:ls as well and, in par-

ticulac from space. For example, the EGRE:F instrument on

CGRO discovered that gamma-ray jets from active galactic :nu-

clei we, re :far brighter and more prominent than had generally

been anticipated. An important new capability is extending the

technique of Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) into space

using the recently-launched Japanese-US satellite HALCA. This

will enable astronomers to see jets in finer detail than ever be-

fore. Understanding how these jets are made and what role they

play in the accretion process is a major, unsolved problem. In

................................ -_@

particulab we hope to discover if they are launched and coil i-

,, " .... _" " _ .......' intelTlSe ra-mated bv magnetic sttesses or if the pre.ssu_e of the" ',, '-,

diation fields is responsible.

The .most powerful active galactic ntlclei are called quasars. These

are so bright that they outshine the surrounding galaxy. While

all galaxies may have passed through active phases, and thus

may still harbor giant black hc los at their centers, we know from

observations that AGN were much more common at earlier ep-

ochs than at present. The high luminosities of AGN make it pos-

sible to obse_:_, e these systems at very great distances, thereby

providing ftmdamental infor:_nation about the for:_nation and

early evolution of galaxies. X-ray and gamma-ray observations

can probe the interior regions of accretion disks, those nearest

the massive black holes. With high resolution spectral observa-

tions, X-ray emission line components have already been mea-

sured and allow us to probe the dynamics of gas flow close to

black holes. A major challenge for the future is to extend this

technique to many more objects and use it to measure the masses

and spins of the central black holes.

Observations of lower power (but much closer) galactic nuclei

are also allowing us to see the outer parts of accretion disks and

to understand how gaseous fuel is supplied to the central black

hole. Recent VLBI experiments from the ground have detected

intense water emission lines, amplified by a natural maser pro-

cess, from several of these sources. This has enabled us to mea-

sure the mass of the central black hole with unprecedented

accuracy: It is intended to extend this technique to study more

a-..)



CAMPAIGNS: Disks and Jets (continued):

Radio

Observations of ejecta
in 3C 279 in the

gamma-ray and radio

show apparent

motions greater than

the speed of light

Protostellar jet

Gamma ray

::::::::::-=v-:::::z--v:-::v:-::::-:-:::v:::::- ...........

The water maser in the disk of N4258

(above) is the best evidence we have

for the existence of black holes.
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LIST OF RELATED SEU WEB SITES

SEU at NASA. Office of Space Sciences

SEU Subcommittee (Caltech)

SEU Technology Working Group

SEU Missions

ACCESS

ARISE

FIRST

GLAST

HTXS

LISA

OWL

PLANCK

http: / / www.hq.nasa.gov / office / astrophysics / SEUSmain_page.h tml

http" / /www.srl.caltech.edu / seus /

http" / / universe.gsfc.nasa.gov /SEUTWG /homepage.htmI

h ttp" / / www.srl.cal tech.edu / seus / missions / index.html

http://hep.uchicago.edu/_swordy/access.html

http://www.nrao.edu/_julvesta/ARISE.html

http: / / astro.estec.esa.nl /SA-generaI/Projects/First / first.html

http: / / ww w-glast.stanford .edu

http://htxs.gsfc.nasa.gov /

ht tp: / / ji la www. colorado.ed u / _s tebb ins / LISA.htm t

http: / / lheawww.gsfc.na sa.gov / does / gamcosray/hecr / owl_new.htmI

.http" / / a stro.estec, esa.nl / SA-general/Projects / Cobras / cobras.html

W ....
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ACRONYMS

ACCESS

ACE

AGN

ARISE

ASCA

ASOPS

AXAF

CGRO

CMB

COBE

EGRET

ESA

ESS

EUV

EUVE

FIRST

FOV

FUSE

FUV

GLAST

GP-B

HALCA

HEMT

HST

HTXS

Advanced CosInic-ray Composition Experiment on

Space Station

Advanced. Composition Explorer
Active Galactic Nuclei

Advanced Radio Interferometry between Space
and Earth

Japanese-US X-ray Satellite

Astronomical Sea_vh for Origins and Planetary

Systems

Advanced X-ray Astrophysics Facility

Compton Gamma Ray Observatory

Cosmic Microwave Background

Cosmic Background Explorer

Energetic Gamma-Ray Experiment Telescope

European Space Agency

Exploration of the Solar System
Extreme Ultraviolet

Extreme Ultraviolet Explorer

Far Infrared-Submiltimeter Space Telescope
Field of View

Far Ultraviolet Spectroscopic Explorer
Far Ultraviolet

Gamma Ray Large Area Space Telescope

Gravity Probe B

Japanese-led Very L(mg Baseline Radio

Interferometry Satellite

High Electron Mobility Transistor

Hubble Space Telescope

High Throughput X-ray Spectroscopy Mission

w

IR

IRAS

ISM

LIGO

LISA

MAP

MIDEX

NAS

NASA

NASDA

NGST

N RA

NRC

OSS

OWL

ROSAT

RXTE

SEC

SEU

SEUS

SMEX

STIS

SWAS

TDRSS

U V

VLBI

WIRE

.............................................................................. A

............................................ W

Infrared

Infrared Astronomical Satellite

Interstellar Medium

Laser tntertZ'rometer Gravitational Wave

Observatory

Laser Interferometer Space Antenna

Microwave Anisotropy Probe

Medium Explorer

National Academy of Sciences
National Aeronautics and " 3 "Sic ace Administration

National Space Development Agency

(Japan's Space Agency)

Next Generation Space TelescoI: e
NASA Research Announcement

National Research Council

Office of Space Science

Orbiting array of Wide angle Light detectors

German.American-British Roentgen Satellite

Rossi X-ray Ti_.ning Explorer
Sun-Earth Connection

Structt_re and Evolution of the Universe

Structure and Evolution of the Universe

S u bco m mi ttee

Small Explorer

Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph

Submillimeter Wave Astronomy Satellite

Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System
UItraviolet

Very Long Baseline Interferometry

Wide-Field Infrared Explorer
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C 0 N C L US ill0 N (c o n i n u e d )

THESI!_ ARE CHANGING TIMES IN THE NATI()N S space science program.

Old expectations and styles of carrying out space missions have

vanished and k_een_ _ replaced by a leaner and swifter approach

that is more responsive to scientific change, technical innova-

tion, and a public mandate. These offer great op-

portunities to those disciplines covered by ............:_.._:-.....__N

the SEU umbrella. The current pro- "...._::__"_:".............__'__1gram is healthier than it has ever

been, as measured by-the rate

of scientific discover D bv
the suite of missions that

will soon be launched, and

by public interest in the re-

sults. Now is the time to

capitalize upon this success

by planning with vision, real-

ism and flexibility for the first
two decades of the next millennium.

We have created a Roadmap that provides a

2} ?r .,framework for strategic F lanning and technology" development.

It embraces a mix of proposed missions, some in a high. state of

technical readiness, others with equally strong scientific moti-

vation but which will require a decade to bring to fruition. Our

Roadmap is innovative in that it has broken away from the old,

wavelength-specific way of doing space astronomy. However, it

is also balanced, representing all of the pressing scientific quests

under the SEU theme and a mix of major and minor missions as

well as exploiting the overlap with. major ini-

:'>..............:_ e__ ......... tiatives covered under other themes
_;_>_::.:_ .... and other space agencies.

_il
_:. . From the dawn. of creation in

the big bang to the end of

..:, :.:::_:!:_?>_.:.... ::-. black hole singu-time at a
,,.: _,;!_,::..... , 1a r i t,,b t h e U n i v e r s e is

,?:::'::_1%:_,:. source of inspiration and

_{_i:. .:_._._,:::_"_i: ,_: wonder for us all. We areon the threshold of solving

::_,,__,,:. .._j -the mystery of how it devel-:ii. :_ ops its structure, of under-

!i standing how it evolves to allow_::":_:: ' life to appear and perhaps even flour-

ish, and. of learning what wilt be our ultin3ate

destiny. The Structure and Evolution of the Universe program.

outlined in. this Roadmap presents NASA with a balanced strat-

egy to enable it to continue its heroic voyages of discovery well

into the next century,

:::-r:_-r:_:::v:::v::::::::v.-i:.;V.-g.V.-:.-:.v.;V.-g.-g.-:.v.v.vx:.. • ..........................................................................................................................................................................................................
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TECHNOLOGICAL IMPERATIVES (cont'd.)

Much ot: THe!SUC'C_.:,.SSC).}:TI-.:I.ECURRENT SIL_!\CE SCIENCE program is at-

tributable to technological inn.ovation.. The entire electromag-

neti.c spectrum has been opened up, necessitating the fabrica-

tion of n.ovel telescopes and detectors that can only be used above

the atmosphere. Operations that may be routine at ground-based

observatories acquire a whole new challenge when they have to

be performed flawlessly and remotely under the hostile condi-

tions of outer s F ace. Equip_.nent has to be space-qualified to with-

stand the rigors of launch and irradiation by ultraviolet light,

cosmic rays and so on. In the past, engineers in NASA centers,

the universities and private industry have combined to meet

these challenges and much of what they have developed has

found its way into the general, technology infrastructure.

In order to advance with-the SEU mission portfolio, it is neces-

sary to continue this tradition and embark imm.ediately upon

an aggressive program to develop enabling technology that will

allow the major technological hurdles to be cleared (or perhaps

identified as serious obstacles) prior to starting the missions. This

is the cost-effective approach that should ensure that future mis-

sions will proceed rapidly to launch after they are started. For

this reason, we have developed the SEU technology program

that is designed to meet these anticipated needs.

NaturalI),; much of the technology deve'.lopment that is required

is quite mission-specific. However, what has been found is that

a surprisingly large fraction has common elements both within

and beyond the SEU theme. Examples include electronics, data-

hand.ling, and low temperature techniques. The SEU technol-

ogy plan is designed to exploit these opportunities whenever

appropriate and to avoid duplication.

Technology development needs are not confined to identified

missions. The Explorer program provides an excellent example.

Here there are many generic examples of enabling technology

that must be demonstrated before it makes sense to propose an

Explorer mission. Looking to the more distant ftlture there are

many scientific capabilities that we suspect are attainable but

we do not yet understand how to achi.eve. There is clearly a need

to carry out this long term investment in technology research in

support of the Space Science program of the future.

Appendix A contains the SEU Technology Roadmap with more

specific discussion of technology development needs for SEU.

Appendix B :is the SEU Mission Portfolio with detailed mission

descriptions.

"For a successful technology,

reality must take precedence

over public relations, for

nature cannot be fooled,"

-Richard Feynmann
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i[11111111111
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CdZnTe Array
H 2 Sorption Cooler

Megachannel
Analog ASIC

Cryogenic
X-ray

Spectrometer

\/

Inertial Sensors

MMIC Amplifier

Si Strip Detector
Spider Bolometer

• _::............................_";:_l_i_

T

Turbo-Brayton
Cooler

;_":,;:_ .....::..i:i-:.: t :=.

Grazing Incidence
X-ray Optics

inflatable Optics
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OUTREACH (continued)

...................................................... ::_:@

SI,Ac_!._Sc:ii!!.aTc_arousals u_co._.:1_::,oNi...Ystrong public interest. This .is

partly because space science addresses questions that are excit-

ing and readily communicable to a broad audience. However, it

is also because it has produced a stream of fundamental and

unexpected discoveries that have been widely publicized and

whose implications are broadly appreciated. (No better example

exists than the search for evidence of extraterrestrial life and the

attention devoted to the possible discovery of bacterial fossils

from Mars. This is driven not so much by the claim .itself, which.

is quite cont_ox..e,:sml.,_"..... but bv_ the realization that we now have

... -, : " ,s _ _ _ basic philo-the capability and t_,chn,que_ to address sc..me very

sophical questions using modem scientific analy'sis.)

Major space, missions to address these issues are expens,.x_e.'-'" "" "-_ It is

therefore right and proper that the ultimate sponsors (the Ameri-

can public) should be seen as essent,al _partners in the nation s

space science program. This, in turn., implies th.at space scien-

tists h.ave a responsibility,, to communicate" the d'_scox.""_e,..,_,s,'"-," aspi-

rations and opportunities of the enterprise as assiduously as

possible. The SEU theme ":,_ _,-:,.ecoe, n,zes the necessity of a strong

public mandate for :its enterprise and the importance of outreach

to communicate the aspirations, discoveries, and opportunities

of the SEU theme to a broad audience. There is strong public

interest in the issues addressed within the SEU theme, most

immediately those rel.ating to cosmology and black holes but

also, in practice, those involving all the scientific investigations

st: anneal bv the SEU quests. Missions under the SEU theme have

alwavs taken public outreach very seriousl}.r and have devel-

oped .,naterials appropriate for-the general public that are widely

disseminated. Mission study teams routinely' see it as a core part

of their projects to develop this ot, treach.

This process is now being revolutionized by, changes in commu-

nication technolog?.5 and SEU-related missions make innovative

and creative use of the World Wide Web. For example, the HTXS

public outreach page (http:llhtxs.gsfc.nasa.govtdocslxraythtxsl

home.html), and the MAP homepage (http:ltmap.gsfc.nasa.govl

).

Educational outreach has a different and more difficult goal,

namely, raising the level of scientific literacy of the country. This

is an enormot,s and datmting task, with primary responsibility

falling on educational institutions at all levels. But space science

has a special place in educational outreach. The planning and

execution of space science missions provide trans)arent and ac-

cessible examples of the scientific process at work, addressing

basic questions that can motivate and enrich curricula at all lev-

els from kindergarten to college liberal arts programs. OSS itself

has ambitious plans to strengthen its educational rote and to fa-

cilitate connection with schools (see "Partners in Education: A

Strategy for Integrating Education and Public Outreach Into

NASA's Space Science Programs" and its companion report

"Implementing the Office of Space Science Education/Public

Outreach Strategy".) The SEU theme supports this OSS-wide

educational outreach by providing materials that can be inte-

grated into educational curricula. One recent and notable ex-

ample is provided bv the High Energy Astrophysics Learning

Center (http:llheasarc.gsfc.nasa.govldocsllearning center).
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THE INTERNATIONAL CONTEXT (continued)

W

detect regular spiral galaxies l.ike our own that are thought to ;/-._l_:_:::;_i:::

radiate up to a quarter of their bolometric lunlinosity in the far

infrared region out to intermediate redshifts. Tile major Galac-

tic sources are tile dense molecular gas clouds where stars

may currently be formed. In order to study these sources,

it is necessary to have a large, coot tel escoF c aper-

ture and the ability., to perform high d"lspets._.on,...."

spectroscopy.

The European Space Agency (ESA) corner-

stone mission, FIRSI, has been planned to

achieve both of these goals. It is designed

to perform a giant sky survey in the far

infrared with a seven arcsec angular reso-

lution and a wide field of view and will

complement the proposed Millimeter Ar-

ra?_ tn order to escape the Earth's thermal

environment, it will operate at the 1.2

Lagrange point. Possible U.S. contributions

to the FIRST mission are an enlarged mirrot;

lightweight coclcl.s, 1:otomctets and "" _: _,-s

FIRST is planned for a 2006 launch.

Precursors of FIRST were strongly endorsed bv the Field

and Bahcall decadal survevs, and a proposal to collaborate with

ESA on FIRST was-the top-rated IR/radio concept reviewed

trader the recent New Mission Concepts for Astrophysics NRA.

A major step in our goal of determining a quantitatively accu-
:rate h: " ,Istor}, of the Universe was achieved by the COBE satellite

which verified beyond all reasonable doubt that the cosmic mi-

crowave background had a cosi.notogica! origin and de-

tected the expected fluctuations in its brightness

-- the seeds of present day structure in the Uni-

verse. The next step is to measure these fluc-

tuations with greater sensitivity and on

smaller angular scales so as to relate them

to the structure we see around us. This step

wilt be taken by the Microwave Anisot-

ropy Probe, .M.AI -_,which, will. measure this
structure on scales as small as 15 arc min.-

utes, MAP is due for launch in 2000.

ESA's Planck mission is designed to take

the third step and build upon. what will be

learned by MAP, with angular resolution

and sensitivity factors of roughly 2 and 5 bet-

ter than MAP t:espectl_.el}. Planck also has very

broad frequency coverage for :lnaximum discrimi-

nation between the background radiation and fore-

grotmd sources. N ASA's contributiort to this :xnission will be in

the areas of bolometers, HEMT amplifiers, and vibrationless

cryocoolers. Planck, too, will be launched to the L2 Lagrange

point and is planned for a 2004 launch.

A ..........................................................................................................

v
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THE INTERNATIONAL CONTEXT (continued)
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FIRST:

Far InfraRed

Submillimeter Telescope.
ESA mission to find and

study primeval galaxies
and observe interstellar

chemistry at work in dense,

star-forming regions.

PLANCK:

ESA mission to map the
cosmic microwave

background radiation in

unprecedented detail and to
measure the far infrared

background radiation.

w
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THE INTERNATIONAL CONTEXT

FROM ITS INCEPFI()N; SPACE SCIENCE HAS BEEN an international en-

deavor. This has been desirable in part because scientific pro-

grains were completed faster than if NASA had relied upon

resources solely within the US. NASA's current Space Science

Enterprise Strategic Plan makes clear that there is both a desire

and a need, on NASA's part, to seek international cooperation

on new flight programs. As NASA looks ahead, the interest and

added value of international collaboration will continue to in-

crease as a growing number of countries become involved in

led by other nations, and projects of a more equal, multi-
national character.

In the past, a significant impediment to successful collaboration
" _ " 7 2_has been a lack of high level synchronization bet,._, een. the deci-

sion making and the funding processes. If OSS is to achieve the

goals of this Roadmap, it must either establish a separate, peer-

reviewed international program, or, at least, find ways to coordi-

nate decision making at the highest levels.

space science programs. This will require better coordination We now describe two missions, FIRST and Planck, that exem-

between national and international space agencies, and new

types of agreements to ensure that programs are well matched

and the approval and funding mechanisms are synchronized.

For NASA to achieve the SEU goals over the next two

decades, new ways of doing science business internationally
must be established.

A number of motivations lead to international projects, each of

which must be examined critically and then advocated in col-

laboration with our partners. In some cases, the basic motiva-

tion is access, and involvement of the best scientific and technical

talent. Although the US remains the world leader in many fields,

there are some areas where our international partners have dem-

onstrated leadership. The high. cost of some missions provides

additional motivation for cost-sharing on common goals. In some
" T tcases, NASA s strategic goals encourage participation by inter-

national partners in missions that are US-led, missions that are

plify the opportunities for international collaboration. Only the

latter is currently approved for NASA participation, though

they both have been selected as European missions and address

key elements of the SEU Roadmap. tn addition, LISA and ARISE

are essentially multinational in character and there are

several attractive possibilities for additional collaboration with

Japan's NASDA.

One of the last regions of the electromagnetic spectrum yet to

have a major space observatory devoted to its study is the far

infrared - submillimeter. The major extragalactic sources in this

wavelength interval are the dusty galaxies discovered by the

Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS), from which visible light
etect thesecannot escape. The FIRST mission is designed to d _ -_

galaxies out to large coswtological distances when the Universe

was less than a billion years old. In addition, it should be able to
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EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

................................................................................................................................................. . " ___

....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... W

Nor INFREQUENTLY, OPPORTUNITIESARISEfor addressing science goals

that do not fit into the standard program structure. We call these

exceptional opportunities and they pose a particular challenge

to NASA. One example which addresses a key campaign goal
follows.

A dv t:__-_ce d (7o.s m ic:_or:a:y

(17o in l:_fi_s i t i o n Ex p e ri f_Jlen t
..

0 _i' ;_: ........._ .............. .

We have developed a reasonable

understanding of the origin of low

and interinediate energy cosmic

rays in supernova shocks, but a

key test of this model re, quires

measuring the change in compo-

sition, ex, pected,. near the limiting

energy of that mechanism around
1014 eV above which, there is an

observed steepening of the cosmic-

ray energy spectrum. In addition,

the means by which a few particles

are injected into this mechanism
are not welt established. The ma-

terial either originates from a re-

gion of temperature of order

10 4 K where the ionization poten-

ACCESS

tial governs the abundances, or it may come from dust grains

wt:ere volatility is the parameter of interest. Distinguishing-these

possibilities requires measurements of abundances of rare ele-

ments heavier than. iron, At energies above 1014 eV, some other
acceleration location must be in-

volved and composition measure-

ments provide the best method of

distinguishing various possibilities

like neutron stars and a hypotheti-

cal Galactic shock front.

The space station attached payload

proposal, ACCESS, provides an

opportunity for making the key

measurements required to address

these questions. It should allow

cosmic-ray physicists to expose

large area detectors for several

years to accumulate enough detec-

tions to measure the cosmic-ray

abundance of every element be-

tween hydrogen and iron at ener-

gi.es up to 1015 eV. At the same time,

it will be able to measure (at lower

energy) the abundance of every

individtlal element up to Uranium.
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THE SUBORBITAL PROGRAM (continued)-

NASA's BALLOON AND RCK:KETI'R(X;RAMS are also essential to the

SEU theme. The balloon program in particular has been respon-

sible for significant scientific discoveries. Equally important,

however, is the role that both balloon and rocket experiments

play in developing and demonstrating new instrumentation and

technologies for space application.

Many pioneering discoveries in astrophysics were made from

balloons and rockets. For example, gamma-ray lines from ra-

dioactive elements synthesized in supernova remnants, gamma-

rays from the annihilation of electrons and positrons in our

Galaxy, and the sources of high-energy radiation from the cen-

ter of our Galaxy were all discovered by balloon-borne instru-

ments. Currentl}_ balloon instruments are providing unique

measurements of small scale anisotropies in the cosmic micro-

wave background, high-energy emission from Galactic black

holes, the isotopic composition, of cosmic rays, and the width of

the 26A1 gamma-ray line emission from the Galaxy with capa-

bilities not available on any existing satellite. The observational

capabilities of balloon instruments would certainly take a great

leap with the development of a long-duration capability, with

flights extending over periods of weeks.

The role that rocket and balloon experiments play in demon-

strating instrument concepts and key technologies for space can,

not be overemphasized. It is important to recognize that this is

increasingly true in the new "faster, better, cheaper" era, with

an aggressive Explorer program which aims to develop and con-

struct satellite instruments in very short timeframes. To reduce

the risk, ensure success of ne_s5 enabling technologies, and guar-

antee mission schedule, instrumentation must be prototyped and

demonstrated prior to Phase A. Balloons and rocket experiments

are ideal platforms for these demonstrations.

Recent advances in balloon technology, developed in connec-

tion with the Mars program, offer the strong possibility of fly-

ing one ton payloads for 100 day flights. While such balloon

flights represent a more costly program than traditional flights

of the order of one day, or more recent 1.0 day polar flights, these

100 day flights promise the ability to accomplish significant ob-

servations at a fraction of the costs of space flight in a number of

areas from submillimeter and far-infrared to hard X-rays and

cosmic rays.

Finally, these programs, which are based to a large extent in uni-

versities, play a crucial :role in educating new generations of sci-

entists and engineers. Since the timescale of these experiments

coincides with the typical graduate student tenure, students have

the opportunity to participate in all aspects of an instrument,

including design, fabrication, scheduling and launch. It is not,

therefore, surprising that many of the premier experimental as-

trophysicists in the country had their start working on rocket
and balloon instruments.

A ....................................................

w
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Long-duration ballooning from Antarctica promises 100-day flights of 1-ton payloads.
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EXPLORER PROGRAM: Science objectives (cont'd.)

.............................................................................................................................................................. A

MISSION PRIMARY SCIEN_CE ................................................................ _i}_4STRUMENT-GoALs ..............{SIZE { KEY _CHN, OLOGY .................

Cycles Campaign (continued)

UV diffuse spectral Study h0tisM_ 0ur and othergaiaxies ....................................................Spectroscopy, ............................ SMEX Diffuse grating

imager 90-120 nm spectrometer

120-280 nm
.................................. .. - _. .................................................... - ..................................................................................................................

Disks and Jets Campaign

.....Hard-x_.ray Albsky- Observe hidden AGN -Aii:si<y cover-a-ge ....................... MIDEX co_{edaperture ................

Survey Determine origin of the hard X-ray background 10 arcmin resolution Solid state detector

10-511 keV

.....High-resoluti0n Image jets in AGN -.............................................. 0.1" angular resolution MIDES< ........Poiisi:ed spl/mrical-optics ".......

X-ray Imager Study nuclei of nearb_y.._galaxies

UV hnaging Survey Understand geometry and structure of active .......................All sky UV coverage SMEX Ch_nei piate -ciet-ec-tors--

galactic nuclei ....................90-2__m: ...........................................................................................Normal _c!:de__n_c=e=:?_p.__t!__c___.............
High-Energy Campaign .............

-Arcsecond iocaiizati0n "Proviciearcsecond error b0XeS f0r deepcounte_art .........1" error box for several ..........................s MEx .................c0dedapertu_re/grid_0r ..............

explorer search dozen bursts MIDEX timi:ng satellites

Rapid poMt-ionGg ............................'Detect-i-on0f-transient c0unterpart_:'at'oti:er ............... Sub-degree positions ..... SME:X ........Coded aperGre giescope .......

telescope wavelengths withhl minutes

....High-sensitivity - Searc-h for C0smoiogicai signaturesj spatial .......... Fact0r 20"faii_ter_ than " MiDEX Coded aperture telescope

imager anisotropy toward nearby galaxies BATSE sub-degree

positions

Gravity Campaign

Polarimetric Explorer Understanding where and how X-rays originate X-ray polarimetry of the SMEX Thompson scatterer

from arom:d black holes m:d neutron stars brightest cosmic X-ray position sensitive X-ray
sources detector

:_ ......................................................... .:..... :._..=...... . _.-- :._ _........................................... - ....................................................................................................................................................

Redshift experiment Test local position invariance by measuring Improve current accuracy SMEX Flight-qualified precision

............................ .g._._ra._i..i.t9ti°nal reds.h!,ft.. .............................................................. by 2 orde.r_.s_..0!..magmitu.d.e ............................... fre__qt!ency sta_: dard ...........................

Equivalence principle Test universality of free fall independent of Improve current accuracy SMEX Laser interferometry

experiment chemical composition by 3 orders of magnitude
......

Test of relativistic Measure space curvature per unit mass Improved accuracy by 2 SMEX Optical transponder drag

gravity orders of n:agnitude ..........................MIDEX _ free s>sten_ .......................

Gravitational waves Search for low-frequency gravity waves ' Sensitivity sufficient to MIDEX Laser interferometrv;

...... detect galactic binaries drag-free system

A .....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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EXPLORER PROGRAM: Science objectives
to be addressed with" Explorer-class missions

............................................................................................ A

............................................................................................................................... W

MISSION

Dark Matter Campaign

Microwave Background

Spectral Mapper

Deep X-ray All-sky

survey

Cosmological Helium
Probes

Elements Campaign

Cosmic-ray Trans-Iron

composition explorer

Positron explorer

Heavy cosmic-ray

composition explorer

Far IR imager

X-ray spectral line

mapper

Very low-frequency

radio array

UV spectroscopic

survey

Cycles Campaign

Diffuse soft X-ray

background explorer

Far-infrared

spectroscopy mission

PRIMARY SCIENCE INSTRUMENT GOALS [Is!IZE ....... [ KEY TECHNOLOGY

Low-frequency distortions of Cosmic Microwave

Background (CMB) spectrum

Map large sample of galaxy clusters to survey

large scale structure

Measure 3He/4He isotope ratios in local Universe
He Gunn-Peterson effect

15 deg field of view (FOV) MIDEX HEMT amplifiers

all-sky coverage

>20 times fafl'tter than

ROSAT

Extreme Ultraviolet/Far

Ultraviolet (EUV/FUV)

spectroscopy

Test models of galactic cosmic-rays search for

freshly-synthesized supernova material

Study positron cosmic-rays especially those

produced by decay of radioactive aluminum

Determine age and time of acceleration for heavy

cosmic-rays

Study cold interstellar dust

Study conditions, abundances and dynamics in

supernova remnants and galaxy clusters
...............................

Study supernova remnant shock emission

Survey starburst galaxies

Study star formation m_d evolution from Z=0-2

Composition for

14<Z <92

20 MeV-2 GeV

High-statistics

measurements of U, Th

Coverage: 100-300 _m
Wide FOV

AE_5 eV

0.1-2 keV

Coverage: interplanetary

plasma frequency to

ionospheric cutoff

(10 kHz-30 MHz)

90-120 nm

120-280 nm spectroscopy
......................

Study the distribution, dynamics and thermal

history of the hot component of the interstellar

medium (ISM)

Understand origin of stars and recvcling of

interstellar gas

MIDEX High-throughput grazing

incidence optics
.......

MIDEX Grating spectrometer

MIDEX

MIDEX

SMEX

MIDEX

MIDEX

MIDEX

MIDEX

SMEX

Cherenkov and silicon

detectors

Permanent magnet particle

tracking

Glass track

Etch detectors

Bolometer arrav

Bragg crystals with

grazing multicoated optics

Formation flying antenna

array

Channel plate detectors

__L!_gt)_!weightoptics

Sensitivity, resolution to

detect key live emission

complexes

X / AK > 106 sensitive in

1-3 THz

SMEX Wide-field telescope
bolom.eters or turn, el

junctions

MIDEX Hot electron bolometer

mixers
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EXPLORER PROGRAM (continued)

................................................ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

NASA's E.X:P:..ORH_PR(×;RAM :S A V1TAI.EISEMENI._of the SEU science

enterprise. Its importance to NASA's Space Science Program. in.

general, and to the science encompassed by the SEU theme, has

been emphasized by numerous working groups, including the

Space Science Board of the National Research Council, the HST

and Beyond Committee, and-the Gamma-ray Program Working

Group. The Explorer prograin offers frequent opportunities to

carry out small.- and intermediate-sized missions that can be com-

pleted and launched on a short (approximately four-year)
timeframe.

Small and Medium Explorer (SMEX and MIDEX) missions,

which are scientifically more focused than large-scale missions,

can address some of the most significant scientific topics in the

Structure and Evolution of the Universe theme. For example,

MAP, which will be the pioneer mission in the MIDEX program,

will answer fundamental questions about the age and mean

matter density of the Universe, beginMng a new era in cosmol-

ogy and astrophysics. It will do this in a significantly shorter

timeframe and for a fraction of the cost of a large Explorer or

Great Observatory mission. The first astrophysics SMEX mis-

sions, SWAS and WIRE, will be launched i.n 1997 and 1.998. These

missions will advance our understanding of the processes which

lead to the formation and birth of stars and young galaxies. The

science which is possible with missions of this size and focus is

clearly both broad and compelling.

Contribt_tions by future Explorer missions to our understand-

ing of the structure and evolution of the Universe promise to be

equally important. Each solicitation for proposals elicits many

more high-quality experiments than can be implemented. Peer

review% and the ability to incorporate ne_._; creative ideas, and

react quickly to recent scientific discoveries are essential elements

of the " faster, better, cheaper" philosophy which lies at the heart

of the new Explorer program. Suggesting a queue of future ex-

plorer missions would countermand this mandate.

To illustrate the science that is possible with Explorer class mis-

sions, we list in the table on the following page mission con-

cepts that are mature, and that have been proposed or studied

as SMEX and MIDEX experiments. This list is necessarily in-

complete, and will change over time as teclmology matures, and

new and creative ideas emerge.
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MISSION PORTFOLIO (continued)

It is not possible to measure this long wavelength radiation from

the ground; the seismic background is too great. However, a la-

ser interferometer operating in space could monitor wave-in-

duced changes in the separation of highly reflecting mirrors with

an accuracy of about a tenth the size of a hydrogen atom over

5 million km, It is proposed to use a triangular arrangement of

three spacecraft in a special librating orbit. This would enable

astronomers to locate the periodic sources with an angular reso-
lution that can be as small as one arcmin.

The LISA concept has been strongly endorsed in the 1990 NASA

Report of the Ad Hoc Committee on Gravitation Physics, the

joint National Academy of Sciences/National Research Council

(NAS/NRC) (1981) Strategy for Space Research in Gravitation

Physics, and the joint NAS/NRC (1988)report on Space Science

in the Twenty First Century: Imperatives for the Decades 1995-

2015.

"_ ....., .._ ....: _ .._:_ .,..._....., :.Next G en era ti o n 5p_ t _:__li,.tes cop e (N (_S 1), SI_ace

I n te:_fe tom etry 2%<Iis s io n (SIM)

These Observatory-Class missions are described in the ASOPS

Roadmap.

Orbiting array of Wide angle Ligh :t detec to rs (() WI,)

WE KNOW FROM GROUND-BASED OBSERVATIONS that there are a few

cosmic-ray particles with surprisingly high energy, greater than

1020 eV. This flux is surprising because the cosmic background

radiation makes the Universe opaque to protons and heavier

nucleii coming to us from cosmological distances. Evidently,

there must be some extremely powerful sources nearby, cosmo-

logically speaking. We do not understand the identity of these

particles are they protons, iron nuclei or even photons?

Neither do we know their sources or how they are accelerated

to such high energy. It has even been suggested that these high-

est energy particles may come from the annihilation of topo-

logical defects formed in the early Universe. If so, there also

would be an accompanying, intense flux of similarly high en-

ergy neutrinos.

Detection of these particles requires special tectmiques. So far

studies have been limited to ground-based telescopes that de-

tect the shower of secondary particles they produce in the air, or

atmospheric scintillation produced by those showers. Existing

telescopes are so small that only a few of the very highest en-

ergy particles are ever likely to be seen this wa}: There is an

exciting proposal called The Pierre Auger Observatory which

would be a much larger array of water-Cerenkov and atmo-

spheric scintillation detectors. Auger's two sites (one in the north-

ern and one in the southern hemisphere) will have full sky

coverage but still will be limited to a relatively modest detector

area. To achieve a larger event rate, it is necessary to go to space

where a much larger area of the atmosphere can be monitored.

In the OWL project, it is intended to use two high altitude space-

craft to obtain a binocular view of the light flashes from these

rare cosmic-ray interactions to determine their arrival directions

with accuracies of about one degree.

A ..................................

W ...........................
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SION PORTFOLIO (continued)

.ll(,fl; Thro;tghp, t;t X_:.;'ay Si._ect:ro:scopy .Mi.s:s'.io_; (I:I'IXS) HTXS is a relatively new proposal, that merges three mission

that endorsed under the New Mission
TH_-NEXT M.AJORX-RAY MISSlON, AX.AE due for launch in 1998, is concepts were strong.ly

-- * g II-the third "Great Observatory. Primarily a high resolution X- Concepts for Astrophysics NRA. The Report of the X-ray As-

ray imager (though also incorporating moderate resolution spa-

tial spectroscopy through an X-ray CCD and transmission

gratings), AXAF wilt furnish images of cosmic sources that are

the counterparts of the spectacular optical images produced by

Hubble Space Telescope. Howevm; for all its visual appeal, im-

aging of cosmic sources only produces a .part of the scientific

picture. Its complement, spectroscopy, enables astronomers to

identify large numbers of spectral lines whose strengths mea-

sure the elemental composition and temperature of the emitting

matter and whose wavelengths determine the obiect's velocity

through the Doppler shift. In this way, it is possible for astrono-

mers to determine the flow of gas in accretion disks around

massive black holes in active galactic nuclei and binary X-ray

sources, in supernova remnants, and in giant clusters of galax-

ies at great distance from us.

HTXS has been designed to perform X-ray spectroscopy with

unprecedented sensitivity and spectral resolution. It is proposed

-to launch six identical spacecraft that will observe the same ob-

ject simultaneously so that the total collecting area will be com-

parable to that of a 1..5 m optical telescope. It wilt also break new

ground by working at hard X-ray energies up to 40 keV. In order

to escape the Earth's radiation belts, it is necessary to launch

tronomy Working Group- A 15-Year Plan for X-ray Astronomy

(1994--2008) also endorses the science goals and instrumental ca-

pabilities of HTXS as separate missions. HTXS has just received

a highly favorable review by the HTXS Technology Readiness

Independent Review Panel.

ONE OF THE LAST N()N--ELECTROMAGNE'HC CHANNEt..S tO be opened up

is that of gravitational radiation. There are several assured

sources of cosmic gravitational radiation. However, the predicted

signal strengths are very low and high precision detectors are

required to observe these sources. (However, the history of as-

tronomy does encourage optimism, that there may be stronger

sources than we can predict at this time.)There are several

ground'based projects to detect gravitational waves, most nota-

bly the Laser Interferometer Gravitational Wave Observatory

(LIGO), which is intended to be sensitive to waves with kHz

frequencies produced by coalescing neutron stars and stellar

mass black holes and by supernovae. An equally interesting spec-

tral range is the mHz range (wave periods of minutes to hours).

Here a prototypical source might be two coalescing, massive

black holes in an. AGN. Naturally, measuring the waveform from

such an event gives not only astrophysical information on the

into a high Earth orbit or to escape the Earth all together by park- sources of the radiation, but also constitutes a high order and

ing at the L2 Lagrange point, unprecedented test of strong field general relativity theory.
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MISSION PORTFOLIO: Evolution

NGST GLAST

ARISE HTXS
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"t have looked fitrther

MISSION PORTFOLIO (cont'd.) itztospace..thatzever
htllJtaJl did before __le, "_"

-William Herschel

a REQUIRI:!MENI _ FOR SEVI:.{I_AI....SEW CAMI'At(.;NS :is to improve the angu-

lar resolution so that we can observe cosmic objects on smaller

scales and understand better how they work. This is particularly

true for quasars and other forms of active galactic m_clei. The black

holes in the nuclei of nearby galaxies (inclt_ding our own) sub-

tend angles of order 1-10 ,uarcsec. Radio astronomers have devel-

oped a ground-based technique called Very I.,ong Baseline Inter-

ferometry (VLBI) in which the wave amplitudes at several sepa-

rate tel_.scoF-"". '_._"esare combined to obtain maps of the source struc-

ture. This achieves an angular resolution given by the quotient of

the observing wavelength and the baseline of the tele,..cc [ es and
:.._ze of the Earth.is limited to 300 btarcsec froln the ground by the s'-,

To improve on this peIto_mance requires the use of orbiting an-

tennae. The first step involved experiments performed with the

TDP, SS (Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System) satellite and it

was shown that quasar radio sources were smaller than had ever

been measured before. The next step has just been taken with the

successful launch and deployment of the Japanese/US satellite

HALCA which will further increase the angular resolution by

about another factor of three. The logical third phase involves
-_ !_ - "" -* z '_launching a larger (and consequently more se.nslt_x, e) antenna with

a longer baseline. The ARISIi!: concept proposes to do just this by

inflating a 25 m antenna in space, so that structure can be seen on

the 15 uarcsec scale. This should elucidate how jets are formed in

AGN. It will also furnish accurate distances out to 100 Mpc and

investigate the structure'., of cosmic maser sources.

ONE OF T}.tF., .M(.)SI" SI.RIKIN(.; AND UNEXPECIED discoveries of CGRO is

that there are hundreds of sources in our Galaxy and throughout

the Universe observable at energies of order 0.1 - 10 Ge\L A large

fraction of the extragalactic sources are identified with highly vari-

able, relativistic jets streaming out of quasars and radio galaxies
towards us. Several of the Galactic sources are found to be radio

pulsars (spinning neutron stars), recognizable though their regu-

lar pulsation. This is a new field of astronomy and the sources are

only beginning to be understood. The GLAST concept is the next

StClg in exploring the mysterious gamma-ray skv at GeV energies.

The CGRO/EGRET results were achieved using a relatively old-

fashioned detector and it is possible to improve the sensitivity a

hundredfold using modern solid state detectors adapted from

those in use at particle accelerators. RemarkabI}5 GLAST will be

able to locate the sources more accurately than before, while scan-

ning ten percent of the sky at a time so that hundreds of sources

can be monitored simultaneousl}c It is proposed to operate this

mission, not only in collaboration with the Japanese Space Agency,,

but also with the I)epartment of Energy: The science goals of this

mission complement those of ARISE.

GLAST is the highest priority mission endorsed in the recent re-

port of the Gamma-Ray Astronomy Working Group and has just

received a highly favorable review by the GEAST Technology

Readiness Independent Review Panel. GI.,AST was strongly en-

dorsed under the New Mission Concepts for Astrophysics NRA.

A
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NGST
(Other concepts exist)

HTXS
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CURRENT SEU PROGRAM (continued)

GP-B:

Will measure relativistic

coordinate frame dragging.

SWAS:

Will measure distribution

of water in the galaxy.

MAP:

Will measure primeval

structure of the big bang.

A- ------------------;.---_.-_._:-__:x-_-_:_.-;__:_.:__;_:.-::-:77:v :-.77-7.-_ - -
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CURRENT SEU PROGRAM

THE CURRENT SEU PR(K;R.AM IS A MIX of the currently operational

missions and those awaiting completion, and launch. It has been.

characterized by a high success rate both in terms of technical

performance and in terms of fulfilling, and usually exceeding,

science goals. In recent years, it has also been especially respon-

sive to the call to make missions faster, better and cheaper. The

major discoveries of the current missions have attracted unusual

interest in. the media and the general public.

ACE:

Will measure composition

ofl " n" *ow-energy cos-, 1c-i ay

particles from. the Sun and

the Ga laxy.

AXAF:

Will measure X-rays from

galaxies, clusters of galaxies,

supernova remnants, and
accretion disks.
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CAMPAIGNS: Strong Gravity (continued)

Gravitational waves are interesting both as probes of the funda-

mental nature of gravity and for tile unique astronomical infor-
mation encoded in their waveforms. Detailed studies of cosmic

gravitational waves would provide strong-field tests of general

relativity as well as astronomical information unlikely to be ob-

tained in any other wa}: The most promising sources of gravita-

tional waves observable from space are merging massive black

holes in active galactic nuclei. (Somewhat weaker, but more fie-

quent bursts are expected to be produced when individual stars

are captured by massive black holes and selected Galactic bi-

nary stars should produce promising periodic sources. More

speculativel_,_; there may be a continttous background of gravi-

tational radiation from the very earl3: Universe.) Detection and

aging capability at optical wavelengths is also one of the distant

goals of-the ASOPS theme.

As astrophysical questions about strong gravity and black holes

are answered by the SEU theme missions, they will be replaced

with new and deeper questions. We can hope that, by the end of

the period covered by-this Roadmap, the first-generation space-

borne detector wilt have observed gravity waves from thousands

of Galactic binaries, detected-or constrained a background of

low-frequency gravity waves from the big bang, and is likely to

have observed low-frequency waves from massive black holes.

This detector wilt have given the first direct observational evi-

dence on the formation, growth, and space density of massive

black holes in the mass range 100-106 solar masses. Thereafter,

subsequent detailed study of these gravitational waves will open combined electromagnetic and higher sensitivity gravitational
a new window for observational astronomy; giving information

fundamentally different from that contained in photons.

One of the most exciting long term goals of astronornical imag-

ing is to achieve an angular resolution capable of resolving a

supermassive black hole in the nucleus of a nearby galaxy, for

example the famous radio galaxy Centaurus A, where an angu-

lar resolution of better than 1 uarcsec would be necessary. Un-

fortunately, it will not be possible to achieve this fine a resolution

using radio telescopes because the interstellar medium has its

own "seeing" and blurs images just like our own atmosphere at

optical wavelengths. Howevm; an array of very long baseline

(more than a million km) orbiting millimeter or submil.limeter

tc.lescopc.s.'__ .... _" mi_,le,_t be able to achieve this goal. Achieving this ira-

wave observations will probably be needed to give definitive
information on the conditions under which massive black holes

form and grow. Did. they form. directly from gas and dust or did

they grow initially from. collisions of star.s? Were they present in.

pregalactic structures or did they form at later times? Finatl};

did their existence play a significant role in how galaxies formed

in the first place?
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CAMPAIGNS: Strong Gravity (continued)

Seeing the distortions of spacetime due to the

strong gravity near a black hole, and hence

checking Einstein's Theory of Relativity,

requires observations that probe the regions

just outside the event horizon.

X-ray spectroscopic observations with future

missions can probe this " -'_egton, and also

measure the black hole spin, which may be

responsible .for powerful jets in radio galaxies.

_iiiiiiiiiiiiiii_i_iiii_i_iii!}i_ii_iiiiiiiiiii_!_!!!iiiiiiiiiiiiiIiiiiii_ii...

iiii_iiiiiii_iiiiiiiiiiiiii_iiiiiiiiiiii_iiiiiiiii_iii!i_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii#i_i_

_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_ii_i_i!ii_iiii_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_iii_iii_i_iiiiiii_iiiiiiIli:.

...._ii !!!! " .Iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiii_.

_i,_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_................ _i_iii_iii_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_iiiiiii_iii_!iiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_G_.__:'%iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_iiiii _i`!i_ii_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_iiiiiii_iii_i_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_iiiiii_ii!iii_ii.
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CAMPAIGNS: Strong Gravity (continued)

................... -....... ===============================================================================............. :_::_:_.:_:_;;;..:_.;._.._.;.:.._;.:..::::..:..:._.v..:_.:::..:..::_.:_z:zz:_:_:_:_:z_:_ .......... " ............... _s::z._:-:_-.::-:-::-___--::f_

OVER THE PASTDECADE, E 1NSI°EtN 'S G ENERAt;THEORY Of Re la ti v it)._ once

the exclusive property of the mathematical physicist, has been

spectacularly corroborated and become the everyday tool of the

astrophysicist. Black holes appear to be commonplace in active

galactic nuclei and in binary stellar systems, and their proper-

ties are peculiarly relativistic. Even neutron stars exhibit special

signatures of general relativistic effects.

The strong gravitational fields around black holes may be probed

by observing the radiation emitted by accreting gas. As we have

described, this is expected to orbit in a disk before eventually

being swallowed by the hole. The mass of the hole can be found

if the velocity of the orbiting gas (or stars) at a known distance
front the hole can be measured. Observations with the Hubble

Space Telescope have allowed the masses of the supermassive

black holes at the centers of galaxies to be determined using this

method. However, seeing the distortions of spacetime produced

. Emstem s General Theorybv the black hole, and hence checking " "" '

of Relativity, requires observations much closer to the hole just

outside its event horizon (the boundary of the region from. within

which light cannot escape from the hole). Emission lines from

gaseous iron orbiting just outside the event horizon of

supermassive black holes have recently been observed by ASCA.

These lines have the widths expected for gas m.oving at speeds

close to that of light, but the observations do not have the sensi-

tivity to check the theory of general relativity. Better observa-

Einstein s theorytions of these X-ray lines can confirm or refute " '" '

and also tell whether the black hole is spinning (the mass and

spin provide a complete description of a black hole in an astro-

physical setting). Alth.ough theories of black holes predict they

should have spin,, current telescopes are too limited to measure

this vital property, which, may be responsible for the powerful

radio .jets which propagate millions of light years from the cen-

ters of radio galaxies.

In addition to th.e existence of black holes, general relativity also

predicts that gravitational waves, propagating ripples in the cur-

vature of spacetime, are (.like electromagnetic waves) transverse,

have two independent polarization states, and propagate at the

speed of light. Unlike electromagnetic waves,, however, these

tensor waves are extremely weak. This weakness has two con-

sequences. First, it makes them experimentally very difficult to

measure. Gravitational waves can be detected interferometrically

by observing the change in distance between separated, test

masses. The fractional changes predicted to be observed near

Earth from. likely sources of gravitational waves are of the order

of 10 -20 or smaller in the low frequency (10 -5 - 10 "1 Hz) band

._ " "° ' 2_ Iaccessible with space experiments. Second once generated,

gravitational waves interact so weakly with matter that they

propagate with negligible scattering or absorption. This means

that, unlike electromagnetic waves, gravitational waves preserve

information about the strong-gravit}5 high-velocity regions

where they are generated, unconfused by subsequent scattering

or absorption in their propagation.

A. - ..........::::::::::::::::::::::....................._``_:;.`;.`;..`:._..`:`:_:._:_:._:;.::._;_._:`::`___`._._.._;.;._;_;_;;;;.`...`................................. _-;.`;.`;.`;._._._;_;:;_;._.:...;.;.:.;.`;_.;;.;..;...;...;...;:_..;_.;;;._.;:;..;;.._._.._.;._`:`_.?_:_`_T`_..;;.;.;..;...;.;.;;;.;-;;;......................................._;_22;_:2_;?__2_2:._;_._._-_--:-_-._-_._ ...............:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::..........;......_;
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basic predictions of
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Pulsars like Geminga (right)

emit radiation in the high-
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CAMPAIGNS: High Energy  (continued)

optical source possibly associated with a distant galaxy. This is

an additional tantalizing hint at an extragalactic origin of the

bursts. It also clearly demonstrates the importance of ._.nulti-

wavelength observations.

We have a pretty good interpretation of how

cosmic rays of low and intermediate en-

ergy are accelerated at shock fronts

formed by solar flares and supernova

explosions propagating through the in-

terplanetary and interstellar media re-

spectively. However, we do not ......,::::::::::::::

understand the origin of cosmic rays of en-

ergies more than about 101-4 eV. It is ap- ............._:_:_:_:_....

parent that completely new

accelerators are at work. The}," could

be the radio pulsars; alternatively they

might be a hypothetical shock front

formed where our Galactic wind impacts

the intergalactic medium. A major obstacle

to identifying these sources is that we do not

understand the composition of the particles.

Are they protons or are they iron nuclei? Di-

rect observation of the elemental composition

of cosmic rays at energies 1.00-1.000 TeV will test

the limits of the cosmic-ray accele'ration model and

locate their acceleration sites.

As we move to higher energies, the mystery deepens. In fact,

we can measure the cosm.ic-ray spectrum all the way up to

---3 x 10 20 eV, where individual particles have the energy of

a well-hit baseball! About the only conceivable sources

for these particles are galactic nuclei, the giant extraga-

lactic double radio sources or the same mysterious

sources as the gamma-ray bursts themselves.

Here the problem is that the detection rate of

these particles is so low that we see too few

of them to describe their properties well. In-

struments capable of monitoring large ar-

eas of the Earth's atmosphere for the

showers that these rare particles produce

will establish the energy spectrum of

these highest energy cosmic rays and
will determine directions to these

sources.

However, this campaign is more

general than these two examples

............................................ that serve to illustrate that, whenever

we push back the frontiers of cos-

mic discover> we reveal the unex-

pected. As there are still extremes to

be explored, for the first time, we are confi-

dent that there are more surprising discoveries like

these waiting to be made.

A
Iv
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c. tPA ' • •
IGNS: High Energy (contlnuec_)

.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. W

Radio pulsars,
such as the one

We do not understand the that powers the

origin of the most energetic Crab nebula (right),

cosmic rays: those with can possibly

energies greater than i014eV produce some high-

energy cosmic rays.
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The high-energy cosmic ray spectrum
At the highest energies,

above about 102o eV, giant

lobes in radio galaxies, or

even gamma-ray bursters,

could be-responsible.
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n oCAMPAIGNS: High Energy (co .tlnued)

As ASTRONOMERS HAVE OBSERVED I-_H.OTONS AND PARTICLES of higher

and higher energ)5 they have discovered that their detectors are

matched by cosmic sources. Nature is able to channel enormous

powers into relatively few particles so that they have huge indi-

vidual, energies, way out of thermodynamic equilibrium. Some

of these cosmic accelerators have been identified with specific

sources; AGNs and pulsars are examples. However, some of
nature's most extreme accelerators are still unidentified. Two

examples that stand out are the sources of cosmic gamlna-ray

bursts and of ultra-high-energy cosmic rays.

Cosmic gamma-ray bursts are intense flashes of gamma-ravs

which last from milliseconds to htmdreds of seconds. They come

at random times, briefly dominating the sky and then fading
without a trace. CGRO has observed more than a thousand of

these bizarre events and shown that they are isotropically dis-

tributed over the sky and that there are relatively fewer faint

sources than would be expected from a homogeneous distribu-

tion. These observations have suggested to most astronomers

that the explosions occur at cosmological distances and, conse-

quentl)¢ each burst involves a huge amount of energy- typi-

cally as much as is .produced in a single supernova, emitted as

gamma radiation. An alternative hypothesis, that they are asso-

ciated with the halo of our Galaxy, although less likely, cannot

currently be ruled out.

............................................................................................................ A

The origin of these bursts i.s one of astronomy's great mysteries.

Assuming that they are at cosmological distances, then they are

enormous explosions in which a significant fraction, of the rest

mass energy of an individual star would have to be released

with high energies. They may involve the coalescence of pairs

of neutron stars or black holes in binary systems. This comes

about because, under the general theory of relativit)5 binary stars

must radiate gravitational radiation. This, in turn, causes their

gravitational energy to decrease so that they slowly spiral to-

gether; their final plunge ending with an intense, relativistic, ex-

plosion. Alternatively, they could be associated with an explosive

release of energy from stellar material accelerated in the vicinity

of a massive black hole, or, if the halo interpretation turns out-to

be correct after all, they could originate from the surfaces of neu-
tron stars.

To solve the gamma-ray burst mystery we need to determine

the distance scale to the sources (extragalactic versus galactic

halo) and then determine the nature of the sources. It is impor-

tant to determine if the bursts are associated with known classes

of astronomical objects. As gamma-ray determined positions are

relatively inaccurate, it is necessary to see the bursts at X-ray,

optical, or radio wavelengths. Recently,; the Italian-Dutch SAX

mission detected a faint and fading X-ray source following a

gamma-ray burst. Using the position of the X-ray source in-the

sk}., astronomers were able-to make deep follow-up observa-

tions with ground-based optical telescopes and found a fading
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CAMPAIGNS: Identify the sources of gamma-
ray bursts and HIGH-ENERGY cosmic rays

A fading X-ray counterpart for a classical

gamma-ray burst has recently been detected.

The distribution of gamma-ray bursts on the

sky as measured by BATSE. The size of the

circle indicates the burst brightness.
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The position is

consistent with a

fading optical source.

The HST image on

the left shows this

possible counterpart

to be extended.
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CAMPAIGNS:

.........................................................

Disks and jets (continued)
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distant galaxies and smaller black holes using HALCA. How-

eve1;-the full power of this technique will not be realized until

-there is a full scale space VLBI capability.

There are many similarities between the stellar mass black holes

and the very massive AGN black holes, despite the fact that their

characteristic scales can differ by factors of more thai: a million.

One of the most famous of the galactic sources, SS433, has jets

extending for 1015 km in each direction, with material being

ejected from the central source and moving in collimated beams

at 26 percent the speed of light. In addition, some recently dis-

covered Galactic binary sources show jets in which the apparent

motion of individual features appears to be faster than. the for-

mal speed of light. (This superluminal motion is just an optical.

illusion and there is no contradiction with the theory of relativ-

it}:) Similar, cosmic radio jets are often found associated with

many active galaxies and trace the flow of the energy from the

active galactic nucleus to the giant radio lobes observed at radii

of several million light years. In many quasars, like 3C 279, these

jets are aimed in our direction producing bright beams of gamma-

rays overwhelmingly more powerful and more rapidly variable

than the radio jets. These gamma-rays must originate from. quite

close to the source of the jet, alm.ost certainly from an

ultrarelativistic electron-positron plasma.

There are other approaches to understanding how accretion disks

work. X-ray observations of Galactic binary X,ray sources often

exhibit long trains of pulses, called quasi,periodic oscillations,

with frequencies that can be larger than one kilohertz. These are

telling us about the dynamics of the disk accretion process in

much the same way that solar oscillations tell us about the struc-

ture of the Sun. In addition, the observed X-ray emission from

these sources shows dramatic changes in intensity on time scales
that can be shorter than a second and these wild variations are

also reflected in the radio emission. This behavior has all the

hallmarks of dynamical chaos, a generic feature of non-linear

dynamical systems.

The goal of this campaign is to achieve an integrated understand-

ing of disks and jets in all these different systems where they are

found. This will require coordinated observations from radio to

gamma-ray wavelengths. A VLBI network of radio/mm tele-

scopes in space should reveal how jets are accelerated and colli-

mated. Optical interferometric imaging, and, on larger scales,

X-ray imaging, should elucidate the acceleration processes by

which the relativistic electrons and positrons responsible for the
non-thermal emission are created. Ultra-sensitive ultraviolet and

X-ray spectroscopy is the unique tool. for understanding the de-

tails of the accretion process by m.easuring directly the range of

velocities of gas with different temperatures; the cooler gas pre-

sumably traveling more slowl}:, the hotter gas orbiting a central

black hole with a speed approaching the speed, of light. Finally5

sensitive gamma-ray observations, carried out in concert with

radio VLBI studies will probe both the jets and the disks closest

to the central black hole.

w
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